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SUMMARY

The paper reviews new directioQal distributions motivated by
applications since llardia (1915 a,b).

The major new developments

h&l!-ve tiu,en place in three broad topica.

Firstly, in modelling

dnta which is cluste1·ed around a small circle on a sphere, and

secondly in defining appropriate multiV&'t.riate directional distributions and thirdly, weighted distributions on a rotating sphere.
Variow. other families of distributions have also appeared.

In

addition, various distributions on generalized spaces such as cylindrical and shape distributions have bee,n constructed.

These distri-

butiona will be discussed in tile context of their practical relevance
to various areas of scientific application.

1.
....

INTROD~CTION

Let 8 be a circular random variable.

The most important distri-

bution on a circle is von Mises whose p.d.f. is

We will say 8 is M(µ ,K).
0

Let 8 and cp be colatitude and longitude

The Fisher distribution is important on the s~here and it

has p.d.f. given by f(0,¢) = {K/47rsinK} exp[K{cosµ 0 cos6 + sinµ 0 sin6
x

cos(~-v >}]sin0,
0

These distributions and other important distributions such as
Bingham'• uial distribution, Down's distribution on a Stiefel mani-

fold ue defined and reviewed in Mardia (1972) and Mardia (1975 a,b).
Since these papers, Bingham (1974), Kh.atri and ~~rdia (1977), Mardia
11nd Khatri (1977), Mardia and Zemroch (1977), Jupp and Mardia (1979)

give their furthel'.' properties and results.

However, we will concen-

t:rate on the new distributions which have since then appeared from
practical considerations in directional statistics.

Here, direction-

al stmU•tics stands for any distx·ibution on non-Euclidean space.

2.

SMALL CIRCLE DISTRIBUTJONS

Oftf.!n there is the need to model a araall.circle distribution on
the

11ph11n•e.

that is, observations are concentrated near a parallel of

latitude relative to~• the axis of symmetry.

Interest in the

problem arose from some data in the field of plate tectonics, (see
Mardi a and Gadsden, 1977).

:1,
\;

2 .1.

Let x' =

(x

~i

1

, Yi, zi), i=l, ••• , n be n observations on the

unit sphere, and let the small circle be defined by
(2. l)

By

minimizing the sum of the squared deviations

V = 1- -cosa
n

n
,;,
~
µ•x
i=l.., ~i

(2. 2)

3.

Mardia ud Gadsden (1977) show that a andµ... are solutions of the
equations

n
E
i•l

µt

COS.Cl

X

...1 = ----sin a

...

n
}:

(2. 3)

i=l

n
COS! Q

t

(2.4)

i=l

where pis a Lagrange multiplier introduced tor the constraint µ'µ=l.
(2. 3) ,m«J (2. 4) have to be solved numerica:Uy.

An it~rative method

is given in Mardia and Gadsden (1977).
Let F(~, k) denote the Fisher distribution with mean directional
vectorµ.., and concentration parameter K •

with

.r ••

Co~si~er the model

an orthogonal matrix with the first column of£ as~·

Now

the least square estimators of µ and a are tb4;) sue as the

--

Note that the m.l.e.

maximum likelihood estimators for the model.

of

.p 1 is 41 •
which is the longitude for !t
1

A

=

£ ~i'

i=l, ••. , n.

The

model is still under investigation.

Ma~imwn Entropy S!llall Circle Distribution,
Let 8 and

ct>

denote colatitude and longitude.

Fr<>m 111aximum

entropy conaiderations, Mardia and Gadsden (1977) propo13ed the
following small circle distribution with probability <tlement (p .e.)
of 8, 4> as
dF(8,ip) = C(I(, a,) exp {K cos (0-a)} sin 8 d8dq>, 0(8,'lT, o,¢,21T
(2.5)

when the pole is given by the z-axis.

In tens of direction cosines

4.

-.
(2.6)

y=sin a and dS is the uniform measure.

The normal-

bing oonstant is given by

i=O j=O
Fo:r a:z:O, (la. 5) reduces to the Fisher distribution and for a. =

1T /2

we

heve
dF(6 ~<P)

a:

C exp (KBin0) si.n8 d0d¢ •

a gii.-dle ,u.stribution which has been investigated by Selby (1964).

For

a+o,

the distribution has a dimple at the pole.

MaximWll! likelihood estimation in general is complicated, but

(2.8)

where Vis defined in equation (2.2).
Mardia and Gadsden (1977) analyse two sets ot small-circle data:
(a) 66 hot spots and areas of vulcanism in the North Pacific, known
as the Hawaiian Trend and (b) 15 data points as to the local directions
of the earth's magnetic field in Australia about 100 million years ago.

2.3

Generalized Dimroth-Watson Small Circle Distribution.
Because of the intractibility of (2.6), Bin3hwn $nd Mardia (1978)

proposed the distribution with p.e.

(2.9)

µ•µ=l,

. ., ~

x'x=l •

... ~

5.

For v=O, (2.9) becomea the Dimroth-Watson distribution, while for T+O
such that 2-rv+ic, it becomes the Fisher distribution. 'Let P(0) =
When V)l and T>O, P(0) has a maximum at 0=0 and a minimtnn

at 6=n and no other extrema.

When V)l and T<O, the extrema are

Thus when V)l the distribution is of polar type concentrated

niversed.

-

about µ(T>O), -µ(T< 0).

When O<v<1, T>O, we

,.,

bution,bec•u.se P(0) has a maximum at 8 =

Ct.

nave a small circle distri-

=·arc cos v and minima at

When O<v<l, T<O, there is a minimum at 0=a and maxima at

0=0 and 8=1r.

The noraali zing constant in ( 2. 9) is given by

where

1 F1

is a confluent hypergeometric function.

Bingham and Mardia (1978) give an iterative method of finding the
aax:i.mua likelihood estimators for O<v<l and ·r>o; the case of interest.

Define Si, 62, and S
... by
n

r

i=l

(2 .11)

n

r
j=l
i;t and let t 1 ~t 2 ~t 3 be the eigenvalues of S with corresponding eigenvectors

or----<
(1-81)

2

i1 ,

approximate maxi;mum likelihood estimates are given by
A

! = ?3,

A

A

1
V = U3' ~, T = (2t3)- •

(2 .12)

6.

Bingha and Mardia (1978) give various tests of hypothesis and

confidence regions when Tis large.
2.4

notated Fisher Small Circle.

In studying the arrival directions of cosmic rays it is necessary
to mt1del a small-circle distribution (Edwards, 1980) .

A suitable

model for the z-axis as the pole is given by

le------4'1fsin.hK
K

e

Kcosacos0
.

I 0 (Ksinasin0)sin0..

(2 .13)

The model is derived by rotating a Fisher di$tribution around a
~mall ci:rclo of constan.t colatitude, 8=a..

For general pole,~.

f(i) = _ _
K_ _
411'siuhK

-

(2 .14)

(2.13), umliks (2.9) and (2.5), is not in the exponential frunily, however

the normalizing constant is simple and does not depend on a,

Note the

close comparison between (2.6) and (2.14).
Fol" known,,!!, Daximum likelihood estimates of a and K can be easily
found.

3.

MULTIVARIATE DIRECTIONAL DISTRl9UTION~

From maximum entropy considerations, Mardia (1975a) constructed a

suitable distribution when two unit random vectQra ...1 1 and ...R- 2 are correlated, of the form,
(3.1)

i.e. a family of bivariate von Mises-Fisher distribution,.

Kent (1979)

explores a particular case which has ellipse-shaped probability contours

about the pole.

Mardia (1979) discusses general problems of testing

1.

The marginal distributions of 11, 1 2 however, are not of

dependence.

....

....

the von Mises-Fisher form except for trivial cases.
U&rdia (1975) in the author's reply also introduced a family of
For X and Y

bivariate matrix Bingham-von Mises-Fisher distributions.

-~

C e~ri hr(FX) + tr(GY) + t1·
~~'

ex•
- AXB)
-~~

~

~--

+ tr(Y'SYT) + tr(Y I CYD)
~

~~~

~

+ tr (l'SYT) + tr (Y'UlV)},

(3. 2)

where the matrices are appropriately constrained.

Jupp and Mardia (1980)

consider the r;enerali:r.ed exponential f€\mily of densities given by
e:q, {a (A, t1) + t1 'A t2 + SCA, t2) - K(A)},

- ~

-

- -

=t2(X Y),

where t i : t1(X), t2
~

- •

~

~

-

and X ud Y toe values on general

~

Kltuaannion manifolds M and N.

(3. 3)

-

~

The interest lies in a correlation coeffi-

cient p 2 , for bidirectional distributions and it is shown that if X and Y
a.re independent on J.I and N, then under suitable regularity conditions,

p 2 = tr (L11 A E22 A')+
~

where

~

~

ocllAll 3 >,

(3.4)

~

:E 1 1 and I:22 are the covariance matrices ()f t 1 and t2 for the dis-

~

~

2

tribution w:Ub A = 0, and where I IAI 1 = tr (A A') •
~

~

~

~

~

Both (3.1) and a sub-class of (3.2) are contained in the family
d&tined by (3.3).

By this approach, Jupp and Mardia (1980) obtain

various important correlation coefficients inclu<Jing tlu1.t of Mardia and
Puri ( 1978) •

Further, it is shown that the likelihood ratio for the

test of independence is asymptotically equivalent to tbe sample counterpart of p 2 • Stephens {1979) gives spherical correl•tion coefficients
following ideas of Mackenzie (1957) and Downs (1974).

i.

8.

4.

4.1.

MISCELL.!UlEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS

Off-aet normal distribution (Cairns-Fraser model).
Fraser (1979) and Cairns (1975) propose a model for directional data

which allmn.1 for skewness and is called the projecte~ normal distribution
but it is 1·eally the off-set normal distril)ution with the pa.rameters

Coiu~:t.deir the bivB.riate normal distribution with mean (A.,O)' and

Th,J p.d.f. of Q.

~

is given by

00

f(i)
..,

=

I

<t>:dri1 o

rl.i; (A,0)

I I

:r=o

where ..,i' "' 0,1 a

9,2)

t

Q.•t =

I}rdr,
...,

(4.1)

1.

On perfoning the integration,(4.1) becomes

f(l)

..

~

1
- -

/iii,,,

¢,(A)+ Ai1~(Al1)~(A12),

(4.2)

.

wh~re 4> (x) is the distribution function and

¢(::x:)

the p.d.t. of a N(0,1)

variable.
From the standard form given by (4.2), the ~ector
the matrix A defined by

= ( cos a

-sin a) [ 1

•in"' •o• "J

o

T

1

l

f

C1

lo

0

~

l

"-.r

is subjected to

(4. 3)

to give the generalized variable on the unit circle 1
(4.4)

Note that A1 is a rotation matrix,

!2

skews th, planeparallel to the

first axis and As scales the first axis by cr and the second axis by

9.

1
,:;- •

I

ThuSI it is the distribution o:f 0 r=l from N 2

[~ ~) •~

~ '].

Fraser (1979) fits the projected normal distribution to the famous
Turtle data, obtaining maximum likelihood estimates numerically.
This work is related to the offset Normal distribution of M~rdia
(1973) and Saw (1978).

A prpblem in Cosmic Rays had ledµ~ to explore weighted distributions
$

on the tJphere.
1

Using the terminology of Rao (1965), a random variable x

hij.S a probabUi ty of being otiserved proportional to

u(x) ,

where x has

true underlying p.d.f. g(x), the observ1'd p.d.f. of x being defined by
f(x)

=

u(x) g(x}__

(4.5)

Ju(x)g(x)d.x
We consider the case where the weights depend only on one variable,
Assuming u(O) can be approximately written

i.e. f(0,j) = C u(B) g(0,¢).

in the form of a step function, closed forms for the maximum likelihood
estimators can be found for small concentration, as well as approximations to the likelihood ratio tests of uniform.tty against a Fisher or
The case of truncation is a special case

Dimroth-Watson alternative.

i/

of equal weights on part of the spllcn, and zero weights elsewhere.

unweighted variables simply have equal weights® 'f;he co!llplete sphere.

Let the weighted Fisher distribution be defined ~Y
u

j

e

K{cosµ 0os8 + sinµ sin8cos(¢~v} i
o·
o
o s n0 ,
j=l,

where uj is constant over the range (0j-l' 8j).

(4.6)

Asymptotically the

.likelihood .ratio .test· .of uniformity, ..
*work with ~ob Edwards in sections 3.2, 3. 3, 3.4, (see Edwards, 1980).

10.

uj sine
f !{) (0,~) = - - -Ill- - - - - - - - - - - - -

(4. 7)

r, uj{cos ej-1 -cos 0j}
j=l

2TI

against a Fisher alternative reduces to

i

{ii

2

+--l-. +
var R
y
:;:::

1
··n

... -nl
l

=n

n
E

sin

1=1

n
E

e1

sin 0

1..,1

n

cos

1:
i=l

-E(fi )}2
z
Rz
] '\, X2 3 ,

var

(4. 8)

m

cos ~ ,
1

sin ~ ,
1

1

e1 ,

l
4D3(U)
va.1· (Rz) = •18n {12 + Di(u)

3D2 2 (u)

----}.
2
D1 '(u)

111

E uj {
j=l
.'

i,•

Similar results can be found for a Dimroth-Wat~on distribution.
4.3.

Some Conditional Forms.

The inference for weighted distributions can be based on conditional
distributions of

~le

if weights are known.

Downs (1966) investigated

the distribution on the sphere of the sub-vector (t,m) constrained to

lie on the unit circle.

For the Fisher distribution this is equivalent

to the conditional distribution of

~le,

namely

llo

f(~j8)

a

exp{Ksinµ sin8cos($-V )}.

____
l __
.-

0

2ffl (Ksinµ sin8)
0

(4.9)

0

0

Maximum likelihood estimation is possible only Qf v

0

and Ksinµ •
0

The Dimroth-Watson distribution gives
l

=2·rr
+ sin 2µ rdn20 cos (¢i-v ) }] ,

wher, {C(K,µ,6)}- 1 = 1

0

(-

~ $in 2

(4.10)

0

0

µ sini0)I
0

0

(-

i sin~µ sin20)
0

+ 2
Unlike the Fisher distribution, provided µ

o

+o.

saximum likelihood esti-

mators of all 3 parameters can be found.
4.4

Distribution on a Truncated Sphere from Unif9rmly Rotating
Caps with Uniform Arrivals.
Suppose that(µ , v) are the coordinates
0

0

a particular time on the earth, i.e.µ

0

of

a recording station at

is latitude and fixed whereas v

is an instant of time, i.e. we can talte O<v·,21T for a day.
0

0

In various

phenomena such as in high energy particles, we ~an reco!rd observations
only C

0

degrees from µ 0 •

Let

a1 = min (C -µ , µ +c ), a2 = max (C -µ , µ +C ).
0

0

0

We have asswned O<C <1T/2,
0

The equation

o:t

0

0

0

0

0

O<µ <1T/2 without aay loss of generality.
0

the small circle of t~e bo'1ndary of the cap can be

seen as
(4.11)

Above this, the observations will be restricted to this cap.
if there is a uniform distribution on the cap, we llave

Hence,

UJ.

= C sin 0,

.\J

0

-a(6)<¢,<'V +a.(8),

(4.12)

Q

where

Note that the zone O<0<a 1 ,

O<~<2TI is the intersection of the caps with

respect to rotation along the north axis.
The distribution of uniformly rotating cape is

iµ
0

<e •rt> h.1 0 > =

I

2'1f

0

It is found that

with C ~ l/{2TI(l-cos C )}.
0

As expected qi is uniformly distributed, and the marginal p.d.f., h(0,µ
of 0 cwi easily b~ written down.

0

),

These provide uj's for (3.6) above.

This idea can be extended to other distributions, such as the Fisher

distribution.

5.

5.1..

FAMILIES OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Johnson and Wehrly's Bivariate Models.

As we have seen, the maximum entropy densitt~• do not in general
lead to marginal distributions of types commonly used in dir.ctioaal

d.ata.

To derive bivariate distributions with given marginals, Johnson

and Wehrly (1978), Wehrly and Johnson (1980) use the following construction.

13.

Let t 1 (0) and f 2
(0) and 11' 2

be specified densities on the circle and F 1

(¢)

be their distribution functions defined with respect to

(¢)

fixed, arbitrary origins.

Also let g(.) be a density on the circleo

Then
(5.1)

where o,0,~<2~ are densities on the torus ~avin~ the ~pe~ified marginal
densities 11(0) and f 2 (¢).

.

,'ftji!.f.',.

These distribuUons a,fwo lead to a family of distributions for a

Ma.rkov process.
5.2

Generalised Exponential Models.

Beran (1979) proposes as exponential models for directional data,
(5.2)

where Mis a subspace of C(S p,), the set of all real-valued continuous
functions whose domain is Sp' which is invariant under every rotation
gin RP such that h(.) EM entails h(g) EM.

integrate to one.
tions are included

d(h) is chosen to make fh

Both the von Mises-Fisher and the Bingham distribu-

as

special cases.

In canonical exponential form (5.2) c,µi be written in the form

iA

(5. 3)

where the {v :lta,q} a.re functions in C(SP) 1ucl1 that {1,vi (~), ••• ,
1
v (x)} are linearly independent and v(x) is t,e vector [v 1 (~x), ••• ,
q

~

vq(~)r and

~

=

[e1, ... , t1q]'.

- -

Beran discusses both maximum likelihood estimation and also a
regression estimator.
such as

Briefly, it represents on the circle• model

14.

k

exp{ i: (ai cos i6 + B1 sini0) - C(~,~)}.
i=l
However, the problem is complicated on the sphere.
_!ddi ti ve F~~~l

5. 3

Suppose that

i = 1, 2, 3.

01a

•
02, 03 are independently distributed.

Using tha bivariate normal case, we can define the

correlation. between 6 and¢ as

where

Another member is the wrapped normal where the marginals are again

wrapped noraal.
situation~

For large

K1,

K2

and

K3,

we have the bivariate normal

These have been used by Holmes (1980) in various simulation

studies.
5.4

Precision Family •
A family which works for Euclidean as well &s spherical space is

given by

where

<j>

is a strictly concave function and

K

is a precj.sion parameter.

Thus it contains normal, hyperbolic and von Mises distributions among
others.

15.

From exponential family theory,

Let ¢(x) be a concave function.,
u(K)

i& strictly convex.

For cr=l, the maximum likelihood estimators

of~ and Kare the solutions of
l

= n

U' (K)

,.

n

I:
i=l

These are unique under the conditions given.

Further, for large n,

~and; are independently distributed as N(µ, .!) and N(K,b) where
~
n

P'or higher dimensions, we have

The Fisher and Bingham distributions are members of this class.

One

important member is

C(K)j~I-½

exp[- ~{(~-~>•E- <~-~) - 1}
1

2
],

XER

2

,

K>O,

where C(K) = (K/2n) 1/{~~(K½)}, ~(.) = d.f~ of N(0,1).

This has been

used in a critical analysis of megalithic data whore elliptic pattern
or circular pattern is suspected, (see Mardia and Holmes, 1980).

6.

6.1

GENERALIZED SPA~S.

Distributions on a cylinder.
Mardia and Sutton (1978) proposed a model tor cylindrical variables

(x,0), -co<x<00 0 o<e,2n, applications of which are found in rhythmometry,
medicine, demography, biology and climatology.

For example, one

measurement related to wind direction and anotheF to ozone concentration
in pollution.

The model has p.d.f. given by

16.

(6.1)

I

0

(K)

is the modified Bessel funetion of the fir$t

kind and order zero and
JJ C = µ + cr1<'foi<cos 0 - cos µ O ) + p 2 (sin 0 - sin µ,,.)},
...,

Tbe mar~inal
distribution of 0 is von Mises with mean directionµ 0
It>

and conce~tration parameter K, but the marginal distribution of xis
complicated.

M(µ ,
0

K)

respectively.

p = l implies perfect co~relation.

Johnson and Wehrly (1977) proposed forming a model from considering

Defining 0 = Y1 (mod 2~), X = Y2

,

(X,8)

hu a characteristic function
(6.2)

1.i

where pis an integer and t a real number.

The marginal distribution of xis normal and that of 0, wrapped

normal.
6.3.

Shape Distributions (Triangle).
Investigation of central place theory, (llardia, et al, 1977),

and

Ley

lines, (Kendall, D.G. and Kendall,

priate distributions on triangles.

w.s. •

1980). lead to appro-

17.

Consider

th1·ee

points

X1

9

...

x2, X3

in R2 •

Miles (1970) gives the

almost sure distribution of a random Delaunay- triangle formed from a
Poisson process in the plane.

Let et1,

of the triangle formed from xi, x2, X3.

~

~

...

a2, et 3

be the inte1·ior angles

Miles finds the asymptotic

distribution of a random triangle to be given by

(6. 3)

M,?\l'dia et al (1977) Und the joint distrib\lUon of the interior
angles of a tri.angle when 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 have independent distributions
M(µJ' K), j=l, 2, 3 1 where the means are spread 2w/3 apart.

In this

case ,

3

r

+ I [j<{3+2
0

cos

(6.4)

j=l

If x1, x2, x3 are independently normally distributed with common mean
~

~

.

~

lo

2

O I, then the. jo:l,nt p.d. f. of
cr2 r
the interior angles of the triangle thus formed, is given by

and covariance matrix E =
.

i;tl

-

f (a 1, Ct2) = 6S(3-C)- 2 ,

(6. 5)

3

3

where C =

l:
j=l

<l1 ,a.2 ,0.3,

0

cos 2a.j,

-

s =

E sin 2aj.
j=l

If we let x1, x2, x3 be inde~endently normally distributed with
..,

...

means at the vertices of an equilateral triangle and common covariance
matrix I:, then

-

18.

JS

!{cu,a2) =

4rr(3-C)

3S

+

47T(3-C)

where

T

{l + -3- (1
2

3

2

'lo

4T 2

{l + - - (1 4T 2

/3s

3-C

/3s

>} exp{- -3- (1
4T 2

.

-)}exp{- 3-C

4

3
T2

(1 +

/3s >}
3-C

/3s >}
3-C

= CJ/p, p being the 1·adius of the circ~circle on which the

means lie, As T-+oo, so (6.6) tends to (6.5).

See Mardia (1980).
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